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U.S. Banks In Much Better Shape, Credit
Demand Yet To Gather Pace In Europe, Japan

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The extraordinary monetary
policy measures, including
direct bond purchases by
the central banks rolled
out in the developed
world after the financial
crisis, were supposed to
keep borrowing costs low
and lift credit demand.
While the policies did keep
interest rates low, credit
demand has not yet seen a
meaningful, broad recovery
across different market
segments.

Until last year, it was widely believed that the banking industry in most developed countries was
finally recovering from a long period of weakness that followed the 2008 financial crisis. However, the
negative interest rate policies pursued in Europe and Japan have trimmed their margins further when
credit demand remains tepid at best. On the brighter side, large banks in the U.S. are healthier and are
now seeing a rebound in earnings, helped by higher trading income. Though mortgage credit demand
remains somewhat subdued, U.S. banks are finding enough takers for other forms of consumer credit. In
the emerging economies, the recovery in energy and commodity prices, as well as lower interest rates,
has reduced bad loan risks for the banking industry.
The extraordinary monetary policy measures, including direct bond purchases by the central banks
rolled out in the developed world after the financial crisis, were supposed to keep borrowing costs low
and lift credit demand. While the policies did keep interest rates low, credit demand has not yet seen a
meaningful, broad recovery across different market segments. Further, the impact of these policies has
so far been more favorable in the U.S. where the banking industry underwent a deeper restructuring
after the crisis, compared to Europe or Japan. When the central banks in Europe and Japan lowered
their benchmark rates to negative, it was seen only as an expansion of their existing policies.
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However, investors were not prepared for the unintended adverse impact on the banking sector from
the negative rate policy. Banks could no longer park their excess funds with the central banks even
for a meager return. At the same time, their lending rates drifted lower and compressed net interest
margins even further. In some European countries, floating rate borrowers started receiving interest rate
payments on their mortgage loans. Banking stocks in Europe and Japan underperformed during the
first half of this year, though they have made a partial recovery recently on expectations that central
banks cannot possibly continue this much longer.

U.S. banks have fared
relatively better, as the
pressure on interest
margins has been less
when compared to Europe
and Japan. Demand
for consumer credit and
mortgages have also
been fairly healthy in the
U.S., helped by gains in
housing prices and financial
assets. However, mortgage
demand has moderated
this year as many potential
first time home buyers are
discouraged by higher
average prices and low
inventory in popular markets.

U.S. banks have fared relatively better, as the pressure on interest margins has been less when
compared to Europe and Japan. Demand for consumer credit and mortgages have also been fairly
healthy in the U.S., helped by gains in housing prices and financial assets. However, mortgage demand
has moderated this year as many potential first time home buyers are discouraged by higher average
prices and low inventory in popular markets. Further, U.S. banks have relatively healthier balance sheets
as most of them had restructured and strengthened their capital base after the crisis. Early earnings
announcements for the third quarter of 2016 also suggest that some banks are also seeing a revival in
fixed income trading activity, helping boost earnings.
In the emerging markets, the biggest risk for banks has been the possible jump in bad loans among
energy and materials sector borrowers. The demand boom and high prices had encouraged oil
producers, miners, as well as metal and cement manufacturers to borrow heavily for capacity
expansions. As commodity prices tumbled and construction activity slowed, some of these borrowers
struggled to meet debt repayments. Until early this year, it was feared that surging loan losses would
force governments in several emerging countries to recapitalize their large banks.
Though they are not completely out of the woods, there are signs that the environment is improving
in most emerging countries. The rebound in oil and commodity prices should improve the cash flows
of leveraged corporations, and reduce the risk of defaults. In addition, lower interest rates have also
reduced the outflows for borrowers that are able to refinance their loans. The recovery in stock market
valuations is also attracting more buyers to distressed assets, thus offering banks an earlier exit option.

This publication is for informational purposes only. This publication is not intended to provide tax, legal, insurance
or other investment advice and does not represent a recommendation to buy or sell any security or to invest in any
particular market or country. Certain information included in this publication was received from what we believe to
be reliable third parties, however completeness, accuracy, and suitability cannot be guaranteed. Unless otherwise
specified, you are solely responsible for determining whether any investment, security or other product or service
is appropriate for you based on your personal investment objectives and financial situation. You should consult an
attorney or tax professional regarding your specific legal or tax situation. The information contained in this publication
does not, in any way, constitute investment advice and should not be considered a recommendation to buy or sell
any security. Thomas White International, Ltd., may, from time to time, have a position or interest in, or may buy, sell
or otherwise transact in, or with respect to, a particular security, issuer or market on our own behalf or on behalf of a
client account.
Past performance is not indicative of future results.
FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS
Certain statements made in this publication may be forward looking. Actual future results or occurrences may
differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward looking statements due to numerous factors. Thomas White
International, Ltd. undertakes no responsibility to update publicly or revise any forward looking statements.
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Are You Positioned for a World of Opportunities?
THE THOMAS WHITE DIFFERENCE
Thomas White International manages $2.1 billion in assets across multiple global, international and
domestic equity mandates. The diverse client base spans public, corporate, endowment, TaftHartley, and separately managed account platforms.

“Our strategy is to
seek smoother, more
consistent returns by
stressing excellent
local stock selection as
opposed to betting on
major country and
sector moves.
To succeed in this
approach, we have
built an exceptional
global research team
that uses our proprietary
techniques to identify
the most attractive
stocks in each of the
major regions of the
world. This in effect is
our trump card.”
—Thomas S. White, Jr.,
Portfolio Manager

We use Proprietary Research. At Thomas White, we value international stocks within distinct valuation
groups based on region, industry, sector, or country, which provide us with an extensive range of
investment opportunities.
Our investment process differs from the crowd. Our approach to valuing common stocks combines
the execution of thorough historical studies, with the application of in-depth fundamental securities
analysis. Valuing global stocks in nearly 50 countries, this industry-based stock selection process
employs tailor-made valuation frameworks refined and tested over the 40-year history of the Thomas
White organization and its predecessors.
Our veteran analysts on average have more than seventeen years of experience working together
as a team. Our research and analysis is generated by our professionals, both in Chicago and in our
Asia office in Bangalore, India, most of whom have spent their entire careers at Thomas White.
Our investment approach seeks to benefit from buying undervalued stocks and selling them when
they return to fair value. Our analysts find that investors tend to overvalue a company against its
industry peers when the intermediate business environment is favorable, producing strong earnings
growth and then undervalue a company when the environment depresses its business outlook. This
pattern is a reflection of human behavior — it occurs in every industry and country around the world.
It is this phenomenon that explains a stock’s wide price swings above and below its intrinsic value
as a business.
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